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1 Tutorial
1.1 Parts of a Card

1. Set and Rarity Icon: There are three rarities - Copper, Silver, and Gold.

2. Card Name

3. Resource Cost: There are three resources - Blue, Gold, and Red.

4. Tier requirement: You can’t play a card if your current Tier is below that
card’s Tier requirement. You start at Tier 1. You can advance to higher Tiers by
spending resources.

5. Race Icon: You can’t play cards in your deck with mismatching race icons. Cards
without a race icon can be played in any deck.

6. Card Types and Classifications: The card types are Unit, Planet, Achieve-
ment, Attachment, and Ability. Classifications are written to the right of the card
type after a long dash.

7. Rules Text

8. Flavor Text

9. Artist’s Credit, Set Code, Card Number, and Copyright

10. Unit Stats: From left to right - Damage, Health, and Shields. Some units also
have Regeneration, depicted by an icon showing multiple health crosses.
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1.2 Terminology
Here is a quick summary of some of the terminoligy used within Conquest of Orion. If
possible, a Magic: The Gathering equivalent is given.
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Term MTG Equivalent Explanation
Galaxy Battlefield The "In-Play" zone.

Deck Library The pile from which you draw
cards.

Hand Hand The cards you hold in your
hand.

Graveyard Graveyard The zone where destroyed
and discarded cards go into.

Remove from
existence Exiled Another discard pile.

Ready Untapped Ready units can move
between planets and attack.

Exhausted Tapped Exhausted units can’t move
between planets or attack.

Tier None Your "Tech Level." Each card
has a Tier requirement.

Assault Attack

To assault a planet is to move
a unit onto a planet an

opponent controls. Then that
unit can battle enemy units.

Defend Block

A unit that’s defending a
planet is positioned on a
planet controlled by that

unit’s controller.

Attack Deal Combat
Damage

To deal the unit’s damage to
an enemy unit or planet.
Units exhaust to attack.

Nearby None

A unit that’s on the same
planet as a reference unit is
nearby. The planet iself is
also nearby. Units can only

attack nearby targets.

Teleport None Instantly move a unit from
one planet to another.

Colon Colon
On an activated ability, the
cost and effect are separated

by a colon.

Long dash None

Conditions for static abilities
to be applied or for activated
abilities to be activated are

written in front of a long dash
before the cost.
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1.3 Game Start
Before the game starts, each player is given four common planets - two Ice Planets,
one Rock Planet, and one Lava Planet. Each player puts those planets in front of him
or her in the planet row. Then the pile of unique planets is shuffled and five unique
planets from it are selected at random and put into play between the two players. The
unique planets in the pile may depend on the format. Basic planets are identical to other
common planets of the same subtype, but all unique planets have different effects.
Roll a dice to decide which player goes first. The players shuffle their decks and each
player draws four cards. Then, each player may exchange any number of cards in his or
her hand by putting them on the bottom of his or her deck, then drawing that many
cards.
The player who goes first skips gaining resources for the turn, and instead starts the
game with .
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1.4 Game Conclusion
A player loses the game when he or she no longer controls any common or unique planets.
A player wins the game when all of his or her opponents have lost the game.

1.5 Resources
Planets are the primary resource generators. There are three resources, each represent-
ing a variant of a precious mineral – (blue), (gold), and (red).
Resources are gained at the beginning of each player’s turn. Since you start the game
with one Lava, one Rock, and two Ice Planets, your starting income is .
In addition to the three resource symbols, there are also symbols depicting multiple re-
source types: , , and . Each time one of these symbols appears, the player gets
to make a decision whether he or she wants to pay or gain either depicted resource type.
Resources do not empty at the end of turn and can be used on a later turn. However,
you cannot store more than six resources of each type. At any time, you can trade
resources three to one. Resources are tracked on the Archive card, of which a copy is
given to each player.

is primarily spent on cards that attack your opponent, such as basic combat units.
is primarily spent to advance to higher Tiers and to play cards with a high Tier

requirement.
is primarily spent to conquer new planets and increase your income.

1.6 Deck and Hand
Your deck must consist of exactly 50 cards in Constructed formats, and exactly 30 cards
in Limited formats. During deck construction, you must limit yourself to one race.
At the beginning of each player’s turn, that player draws a card from his or her deck.

1.7 Tier
All cards you play have a Tier requirement. You start at Tier 1, and you can pay resource
to advance to the next Tier. You can only play a card if it’s Tier requirement is equal
to or lower than your current Tier. The cost to ascend to the next Tier is .
You do not ascend to the next Tier immediately, but rather at the beginning of your
next turn after you payed the cost. Your current Tier is tracked on your Archive card.

1.8 Card Types
There are five card types:

• Units

• Planets

• Abilities
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• Achievements

• Attachments

Both units and planets have stats (damage, health, shields, and regeneration) and can
participate in combat. Previously, only units where mentioned when discussing combat
purely for simplicity’s sake.

1.8.1 Units

Units are played on planets. To signal on which planet a unit is currently on, they are
positioned in a row in front of the planet row.

Here, Forerunner and Expedition Escort are defending the Ice Planet, while Osiris is
defending Iamur.
During your turn, units can assault your opponent’s planets. If they do, they move onto
the assaulted planets and enter combat with that planet and all units defending that
planet.

1.8.2 Planets

Planets act mainly as resource generators. They cannot be part of your deck. Rather,
you start the game with common planets under your control, and unique planets under
no player’s control (neutral). Neutral planets can be conquered. To conquer a neutral
planet, pay its colonization cost (top-right, the same as the resource cost of cards), move
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a ready unit you control onto it, and exhaust that unit. Only units that didn’t enter
play this turn can conquer a planet.

1.8.3 Abilities

Abilities are one-shot effects. You play an ability, the effects written on it are executed,
and then it is put into your graveyard. Abilities can have the subtype fast. Fast abilities,
unlike abilities, can be played at any time, even during an opponent’s turn.

1.8.4 Achievements

Achievements are like abilities, but they stay in play after you play them and you get
an ongoing effect.

1.8.5 Attachments

Attachments are like achievements, except they attach themselves to a unit or planet
when you play them. The object they are attached to is referred to as the “affected
card.” When the card the attachment is attached to leaves play, the attachment is put
into your graveyard. There are subtypes for attachments, namely unit attachments and
planet attachments. As the names suggest, they attach themselves to units, respectively
planets.

1.8.6 Satellites

Satellites are the "sixth card type." You can put satellites into your deck, just like units,
but in play they are treated like planets. That means, that you put them in the planet
row, and units can move onto satellites. Satellites cannot be conquered, as they’re put
into the graveyard when they’re destroyed. All cards that affect planets also affect
satellites.

1.9 Ready and Exhausted
To represent that a card has been “used” for the turn, it is turned sideways. This is
called exhausting a card, and the card is then in the exhausted state. Turning it into its
original orientation is to ready a card, and in its original orientation the card is in the
ready state.
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1.10 Turn Structure
Your turn is structured into multiple phases.

• Beginning of turn: At the beginning of your turn, you ready all your cards in the
galaxy, you draw a card, and you gain the resources produced by your planets as
well as your innate income of .

• Economy phase: During your economy phase, you can play cards from your hand.
You can also conquer neutral planets.

• Assaulter’s step: During this phase, you can assault your opponent’s planets with
your units. You move those units onto the planets you wish to assault. Then
players can play fast abilities.

• Defender’s step: During this phase, your opponent can react to your attacks by
moving units. That player can defend his or her planets or retreat his or her units
from those planets. Then players can play fast abilities.

• Pre-Combat step: During this phase, players can play fast abilities.

• Combat phase: During this phase, players can play fast abilities, and units and
planets attack each other. Note: The combat phase is not analogous to the Magic:
The Gathering combat phase as it does not include attacking and blocking.

• Post-Combat step: After combat is completed, you retreat with each unit you
attacked with that survived combat onto a planet you control.

• Post-Combat Economy phase: This phase is identical to the economy phase.

• Post-Combat Movement phase: As the last action of the turn, your opponent can
move units between planets he or she controls.

• End of turn: Effects that last until end of turn wear off.

1.11 Movement and Combat

Combat is initiated by the assaulter’s step each turn. During this step, you can
assault your opponent’s planets with units. Only ready units that did not enter
play this turn can assault a planet. Although only ready units can attack, attacking
does not cause them to become exhausted.
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The above example extends the example given in 1.7.1 with a row of assaulting
units.
After assaulting units have been declared and been moved onto the assaulted plan-
ets, it is now the defending player’s turn to move his or her units. During this
phase, the defending player can move ready units between planets he or she con-
trols. Moving a unit this way causes it to become exhausted.
When the defending player is done with moving his or her units, combat begins.
Each unit can attack a nearby unit or planet during this phase. When a unit or
planet attacks an enemy unit or planet, it exhausts and deals its damage to that
unit or planet. Only ready units and planets can attack. This means that units
that the defending player moves cannot attack. Each player can attack with his
or her units and planets in any order.
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Units cannot attack a planet unless all units defending it have been dealt lethal
damage.
After combat has concluded, the assaulting chooses a planet he or she controls for
each of the assaulting units that survived combat, and moves those units onto those
planets. If a planet is chosen other than the planet from which the unit originally
started the assault and the unit is still ready after combat, it is exhausted. This
means that units can remain ready if they do not attack and they return to their
original planet.

1.12 Damage, Stats, and Destruction

Units and planets have different symbols in the bottom right corner of the card:

– : The meteor is the damage icon. It is the amount of damage a unit or
planet deals when it attacks.

– : The health icon. A unit or planet is dealt lethal damage if the amount
of damage on it is equal to or exceeds its health. Damage remains on units
and planets when a turn ends.

– : The regeneration icon. At the beginning of your turn, a unit or planet
with regeneration removes that much damage from itself. Regeneration ap-
pears primarily on biological units.

– : The shield icon. Damage dealt to a unit or planet with shields is prevented
until an amount of damage equal to its shield amount is prevented each turn.
In essence, shields are a second health-pool that recharges each turn. Shields
appear primarily on mechanical units.

Lethal damage dealt to a unit or planet causes it to be destroyed the next time the
next clean-up. There are three clean-up steps in a turn - one after the economy
phase, one after the combat phase, and one at the end of turn. This means that
units and planets that are dealt lethal damage are not destroyed immediately, but
rather remain in the galaxy for the remainder of combat, so that they can attack
themselves.
What happens when something is destroyed depends on the object:
– All cards that are owned by a player (started the game in that player’s deck)

are put into their owner’s graveyard when they are destroyed.
– Basic and unique planets (but not satellites) are returned to being neutral

when they are destroyed.
Damage dealt to basic and/or unique planets (more specifically: units and planets
with the "produces" keyword) causes them to not produce resources on their con-
troller’s next turn.

Going back to the example given in 1.10, we can now analyze what is going to
happen in that scenario.
The Ice Planet is assaulted by a 4 5 Cloudglider and a 3 12 Plated Voyager.
Iamur is assaulted by a 5 3 Heliokraken. Combat on each of those planets can
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be treated individually, as units and planets can only attack nearby units and
planets.
On the Ice Planet, the two assaulting units can each attack one of the defending
units, destroying them. The fact that they have more damage than needed to
destroy the defenders is irrelevant. Therefore, no damage can be dealt to the Ice
Planet. The defending units deal 2 damage each, as well as the planet itself. This
damage can be dealt to the Plated Voyager, marking 6 damage on it that persists
as turns end. It can also be dealt to the Cloudglider, destroying it. The dam-
age can also be split in the unlikely event that this is beneficial to the defending
player. Damage marked on the Cloudglider will regenerate at the beginning of the
assaulting player’s next turn. This gives the currently defending player the ability
to finish of the weakened Cloudglider on his or her next turn should he or she
choose to split the damage.
On Iamur, the Osiris already deals enough damage to destroy the assaulter, so
Iamur does not need to attack. The assaulting Heliokraken can deal 5 damage to
the Osiris. 2 of that damage will be absorbed by the Osiris’s shields, marking 3
damage on it that persists as turns it. This seems like to be a nonsensical assault
on Iamur? Maybe the assaulting player has another trick that he or she did not
show yet? Fast abilities can be played at any time during combat. Watch out!

1.13 Outer space

Although the combat rules should prevent it most of the time, it is possible that
a planet is destroyed while defending units are still on it. Those units are now no
longer on a planet, but in outer space. Units in outer space cannot assault enemy
planets or conquer planets, but can only move onto planets you control. Moving
onto a planet from outer space exhausts the unit.
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1.14 Resolving cards and abilities

Conquest of Orion uses a "last in - first out" system to resolve the effects cards and
abilities, similar to the stack system in Magic: The Gathering. An explanation of
the stack system can be found here. There are a few notable differences:
– After a card, an attack, or an ability controlled by player A resolves, priority

is passed to the next player in turn order after player A instead of the active
player.

– Attacking with a unit or planet uses the stack and attacks can be responded
to. A unit or planet can only attack if the stack is empty.

– Damage resolves only during the clean-up steps of the game. Damage that
is not yet resolved is refered to as floating damage. The game uses floating
damage to determine legal targets for a unit’s or planet’s attack. Units and
planets with lethal damage on them remain in the galaxy until the next clean-
up step. Cards that are affected by an effect that destroys them are removed
immediately.
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1.15 Activated abilities

Some cards in the galaxy have activated abilities. The effect of an activated ability
and the cost to activate it are separated by a colon. is the exhaust symbol. An
ability with this symbol in its cost requires the card to be exhausted to activate.
Note: Unlike in Magic: The Gathering, abilities with the exhaust symbol are not
subject to "summoning sickness."

1.16 Archive Card

The Archive card is where you track your resource pool and your current Tier, and
where you can look up some of the rules specifics that were discussed earlier.

Coming Soon

1.17 Exemplary Turn

Coming Soon
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2 Keyword Abilities

Many abilities that appear frequently have their rules text substituted with a
keyword. The segments of rules text associated with them is often summarized as
an italized reminder text.

2.1 Evergreen Keywords

Evergreen keywords can be used by every race and in every block. They represent
extensions of the core mechanics of the game.

Stationary (This unit cannot move between planets.)

A unit with stationary cannot assault, conquer, or move to defend planets. It
remains on the planet it is played on. It can, however, be teleported onto another
planet. When a unit with stationary is located in outer space, it is destroyed.
Stationary units are often much more powerful for their cost and are excellent at
defending a specific planet.

Immobile (This unit cannot move between planets.)

The fact that immobile and stationary are almost identical can be confusing. Sta-
tionary is an innate characteristic of a unit, while units are only immobilized by
other card effects. Unlike with stationary, a unit with immobile in outer space is
not destroyed. Most often, the effect immobilizing it can be removed, at which
point the unit can be moved onto a planet again.

Delay - Effect. (Unless this has entered the galaxy this turn.)

Delay is a keyword condition. It denotes effects that are not active immediately
when a card is played, but only onward from the opponent’s next turn.

Threshold N - Effect. (While you’re at or above Tier N.)

Threshold is a keyword condition. It denotes effects that are not active until
you’ve reached Tier N. Remember that you only ascend to the next Tier on the
beginning of the next turn after you payed the cost.

Barrage (When this attacks a unit, it deals its damage to each other nearby enemy
unit.)
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Units with barrage deal their damage to each nearby enemy unit when attack-
ing a unit. When attacking a planet, barrage has no effect. Barrage is extremly
effective in large-scale battles and punishes players for "clumping" their units too
much on the same planet.

Guardian (Other nearby units without guardian you control can’t be attacked until
this has been dealt lethal damage.)

Guardians protect other nearby units from being attacked. This protection is
similar to the way in which planets are protected from being attacked by units
defending it.

Intercept (This may assault planets after defending player moves units.)

Units with intercept can assault planets during the pre-combat step. At the start
of the step, if any units with intercept are in the galaxy, those units can assault
planets, then players can play fast abilities as usual. Units with intercept are a way
to snipe down problematic enemy units without giving the opponent the ability to
retreat them to safety.

Sweep (This may attack multiple units and split the damage. Further excess dam-
age may be dealt to a nearby planet.)

Sweep is similar to barrage in that it allows units to deal their damage to multiple
targets. However, unlike barrage it appears mostly on units and planets with a
very high damage attack. To attack with a unit with sweep, its controller chooses
a damage assignment order for the units its attacking. When the attack resolves,
the amount of damage required to deal lethal damage to the first unit in that order
is calculated and dealt. This process is continued for each unit in that order. If
at the end of this process, the attacking unit has still dealt less damage than the
damage capacity of its attack, that excess damage can be dealt to the assaulted
planet if applicable. If units with guardian are nearby, those units must be put
before all units without guardian in the damage assignment order.

Swiftness (This can assault planets the turn it entered the galaxy.)

Unlike other units, a unit with swiftness can assault enemy planets immediately.
While most abilities are set-up in a way that they cannot be used offensively on
the same turn the card is played, swiftness breaks this rule.

Unique (When you control more than one copy of this, remove all but one from
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existence.)

Unique appears on named, story-relenvant characters. When you control more
than one card in the galaxy that have the same name and have unique, choose
one and remove the rest from existence. The universe does not care enough about
paradoxes to disallow your opponent to control his own copy, though.

Half life N (Destroy this at the beginning of your Nth turn after it entered the
galaxy.)

Cards with half life have a limited lifetime in the galaxy. A card with Half life
N enters the galaxy with N time counters on it. At the beginning of your turn,
remove a time counter from it, then destroy it if all time counters are removed.

Stealth (At the beginning of combat each turn, you may stealth this. If you do, it
can’t attack or be attacked this turn.)

Stealth allows you to protect a unit from an enemy assault or to move onto an
enemy planet without the unit entering combat. At the beginning of combat, you
have to decide whether the unit will be stealthed this combat. If you do, that unit
can neither attack nor be attacked. Stealthed units do not protect planets from
being attacked.

Traveler (This planet can assault planets while neither it nor any units defending
it are delayed. During combat, this and the assaulted planet are nearby.)

Traveler is a complicated keyword that allows planets to assault enemy planets,
taking along all the units defending it. When a unit assaults an enemy planet, it
moves onto that planet. When a planet assaults an enemy planet, instead both
planets are now considered nearby until end of combat. This means that units on
each of those planets can attack each other as if they were on the same planet.
Traveler allows units with stationary/immobile to assault enemy planets by taking
them along. However, if units that cannot assault enemy planets because they
entered the galaxy this turn are defending the planet with traveler, that planet
cannot assault an enemy planet. At the end of combat, units simply stay on the
planet with traveler, then it and the assaulted planet stop being nearby.

2.2 Racial keywords

Racial keywords are used only by specific races and help flesh out the individual
playstyles of those races.
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Orbital range (While this is assaulting a planet, it can’t be attacked.)

Races: Humans

One of the strength of Humans is the ability to destroy units from long range.
Orbital range supports this theme, along with damaging ability cards. A unit with
orbital range can assault a planet without any possibility for fightback.

Armament (This attachment can attack as though it were a unit unless it has
entered the galaxy this turn.)

Races: Humans

Armament allows attachments to attack just like units and planets. Choosing
a legal target follows the same rules. An attachment is nearby to X if the unit or
planet it is affecting is also nearby to X.

Deploy (You may play this unit as an achievement for its deploy cost. You may
have it become a unit on a planet you control at the beginning of combat on each
opponent’s turn.)

Races: Humans

Deploy allows you to play units without choosing a planet on which they should
enter the galaxy on immediately. Rather, you can wait until the opponent makes
an assault before you decide the planet it will defend. While deployed, it is an
achievement and cannot be targeted by abilities that target only units.

Ambush (You may play this unit at any time you could play a fast ability.)

Races: Aliens

Unlike most other cards, cards with ambush can be played at any time you could
play a fast ability, even during combat. Most of the time, ambush will be used to
play units defending a planet that’s being assaulted.

Consume a {type} unit (To play this, destroy a {type} unit you control on
the planet on which you play this.)

Races: Aliens

Consume a {type} unit requires you to sacrifice a unit with the specified type
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to play the unit with consume from your hand. This cost is found on Iamurans
and accentuates that this race is about colossal units.

Torian and Destroyer keywords coming soon.
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